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The seven games in the book Go Fish are played with illustrated vocabulary cards. 126
items found ‘‘around the house’’ are pictured. Of these, 86 items appear on two cards each,
and 40 additional items are represented by individual smaller pictures, providing additional
vocabulary.
The list of vocabulary items shown in duplicate on the cards is subdivided into nine sub-set
lists: Rooms, General Vocabulary, Kitchen, Living Room, Dining Room, Bedroom, Study,
Bathroom, and Non-Count Items found in the Kitchen. The items on these lists do not
appear in the book in this order.
It takes 26 pairs of cards (52 cards) to make a set for playing Go Fish. The cards appear in
the book as playing sets in the following order: A 1-26, B 1-26, C 1-26, D 1-8. These
numbers are on each card for identification, and they follow each word on the list below.
To make the cards more interesting, the two pictures on each pair of cards is different. For
example, there are two pictures of doors, one open, the other closed. This may suggest
game activities in which the students compare and contrast the pictures. In some cases,
again to provoke discussion and learning, the items pictured are somewhat different. For
example, there are two toasters, one a ‘‘pop up’’ toaster and the other a toaster oven.
The words given in the vocabulary list on page v of the book are common in American
English. However, there are often common alternatives and regional differences. When
these alternatives are very common, they are listed below. For example, ‘‘couch (also,
sofa).’’ If known, less common alternatives, such as ‘‘divan,’’ can be taught at the teacher’s
discretion, but they are not given here. In some cases, the alternatives may have slightly
different meanings. ‘‘Study, office, den, and library’’ may all refer to the same room, but
they suggest different functions, again providing a learning opportunity.
Finally, it should be pointed out that learning ‘‘the words for things’’ in a new language is
sometimes both complicated and fascinating. A simple translation may not be accurate,
because different cultures classify things in different ways. In American English, a ‘‘light’’
is anything that provides light. A lamp is a kind of light, but a light on the ceiling is always
called a light. In other languages, anything that provides light is a lamp. If this is too
confusing to students, or if the cards do not fit the language being studied, the teacher may
choose not to use those cards. In some cultures, the items shown on the cards do not exist.
If closets do not exist in a culture or language, the teacher may choose not to use the
‘‘closet’’ cards.

1 Rum

4 Vardagsrum

kök A-1
vardagsrum A-2
sovrum A-3
badrum A-4
matsal A-5
arbetsrum / studerkammare A-6
källare C-1
vind C-2
garage C-3
veranda C-4

soffa A-15
fåtölj A-16
soffbord A-17
TV / teve B-10
DVD spelare l CD spelare B-11
bok B-12
bokhylla B-13
matta B-14

2 Allmän vokabulär

matsalsbord A-18
stol A-19
glas B-15
gaffel B-16
sked B-17
kniv B-18
tallrik B-19
skål B-20
kopp B-21

dörr A-7
fönster A-8
bordslampa A-9
taklampa A-10
ström brytare A-11
yttertak B-1
innertak B-2
golv B-3
vägg B-4
dörr handtag B-5
3 Kök
spis A-12
vask A-13
kylshåp A-14
brödrost B-6
mikrovågsugn B-7
diskmaskin B-8
matberedare / elvisp B-9
soptunna C-5
kastrull C-6
stekpanna C-7
kökskniv C-8
stekspade C-9

5 Matsal

6 Sovrum
säng A-20
byrå A-21
täcke A-22
garderob C-10
hängare C-11
kudde C-12
lakan C-13
spegel C-14
rullgardin C-15
7 Studerkammare / Artbetsrum
skrivbord A-23
telefon A-24
tidning C-16
skåp C-17
bärbar dator C-18
skrivare C-19
stereopaket C-20

8 Badrum
badkar A-25
handfat / tvättsställ A-26
toalettstol / toa B-22
dusch B-23
ansiktshandduk B-24
handduk B-25
vattenkran B-26
våg C-21
kam C-22
borste C-23
rakhyvel C-24
rakapparat C-25
tandborste C-26
9 Kök (non-count nouns in English)
mjöl D-1
tvål D-2
mjölk D-3
is D-4
soppa D-5
bröd D-6
smör D-7
kött D-8
Mer vokabulär
tekittel
tekanna
stearinljus
eldstad
kaffekanna / kaffepanna
pepparkvarn och saltströare
mixer
flaska
kaffebryggare
tavla / bild
tandkräm
fläkt
vägguttag / stickpropp och sladd
barnstol
stereoanläggning / bergsprängare)
gungstol
gardin
trädgård
blomkruka
planteringsspade
gunga

vattenkanna
slang
träd
hammare
skruvmejsel
elektrisk borr
måttband
fil
hyvel
pensel
såg
kort stege
yxa
sax
stege
sopskyffek och borste
mopp
hink
dammsugare
kvast
spade
kratta
hötjuga
skottkärra
hacka
blad / gren trimmare
gräsklippare

